Opt-Out
The Yellow Pages Industry has a long history of environmental responsibility.
Initiatives include source reduction, manufacturing processes and recycling.

Pinnacle Marketing Group has signed a Statement of Commitment with Local Search Association (LSA) to remain
environmentally responsible. We also cooperate with state and local environmental laws and regulations. We’re asking you to
collaborate on this effort.
Opt-out has become common terminology in the yellow pages industry. LSA endorses a policy of industry self-regulation,
where publishers and distributors adhere to clear consumer choice programs. These programs allow consumers who do not
want a directory to easily stop receiving one. LSA believes this is the best course of action to avoid legislation. “For us to
deliver a phone book {to someone} who doesn’t want it creates no value at all,... it’s a win all the way around.’’ said
Neg Norton, President of LSA.
How you can help:
LSA has created a nationwide site, yellowpagesoptout.com to allow consumers to opt-out of receiving directories.
• print this website in the information pages and on the cover of your directory
• add yellowpagesoptout.com to your website
• include fillers in your directory to opt-out of area directories
• encourage those opting-out to find business information
and residential phone numbers on localsolution.com
Other news:
LSA & Conservation Minnesota have teamed up to create
donttrashthephonebook.org. LSA plans to create similar websites in
other states in the near future. For environmental leaders the website
is all about eliminating waste. “It’s a simple idea. We don’t want any
phone books to end up in the trash,” Paul Austin of Conservation
Minnesota.
Contact Pinnacle Marketing Group with any further questions about
the opt-out procedure.
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Objections:
With the re-launching of the Consumer Opt-Out site, here are some commonly asked objections that your
sales representatives could potentially encounter.

Q: “Everyone is opting-out of receiving a directory, so why should I advertise?”
A: This is not true. Only a relatively small percentage of individuals who don’t want, and won’t use, a
directory are opting-out. Consumers use a variety of sources when researching local businesses. Advertisers are
reaching consumers who have and continue to use the print directory.

Q: “Don’t most people find the local business information they need on Google?”
A: No, not all consumers find information on Google. Consumers consult
a variety of sources when researching local businesses. Yellow Pages
companies provide consumers with reliable and convenient sources
for local business information, so they can find and select a local
business however they choose to search for one. Consumers
place a lot of trust in the print directory: In surveys, more
consumers cite print Yellow Pages for trust and accuracy over
other sources of local business information.
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